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Podcast

INSIDE

Interested in energy related current affairs,
research, and innovation?

Podcast

“On the role of cities, governments, and open
data in green electrification” is available now.
This episode’s guests are Ludwig Karg, CEO of
B.A.U.M. Consult, and three researchers from
the JPP ERA-Net SES project TOP-UP: Thijs
Bouman, Pedro Magalhães and Juan Martinez.
Tune in here!
Ludwig Karg discusses the role of municipalities
and local administrations, data and people as
owners of the data in the effort to create a more
sustainable energy system. People need to be
included to join the transition! The project TOPUP works on these topics. The experts from
Danish and Dutch Universities share their
knowledge on how this can be done.

The third episode is available now. Also
check out the new podcast section on our
website.
Working Group Meeting
The next joint meeting of our five Working
Groups is held on 17 March 2022, 14:0016:30 CET.
Policy Briefs for Review
Get involved in the 2022 Policy Brief!

The third episode of the Clean
Energy Transition is out now!

Working Group Meeting

Policy Briefs for review

JPP ERA-Net SES facilitates the exchange between experts in the field of smart energy
systems. The next joint meeting of our five Working Groups is held on 17 March 2022,
14:00-16:30 CET.
Register now!
The upcoming Working Group Meeting will bring together members of all five Working Groups
to review the by then prepared drafts of the Policy Brief 2022 Edition. Following the Working
Group Meeting in Spring, the Working Group Leads will finalize the Policy Brief 2022 Edition to
be submitted to the Steering Board in April 2022.

The Policy Brief 2022 Edition is on its way!
To prepare for the finalization of the Policy
Brief 2022 Edition, we need your support.
Please visit the results section on expera
and dedicate some time to:
•
•

Find more information here!
On the individual the workspaces of
the Working Groups dedicate some
time to:
•
•

•

familiarizing yourself with the
process of co-creation
reviewing the status of
contributions and comments
to the living discussion
documents
adding your and your
consortium’s
perspectives
and
positions
to
the
discussion documents

•

reviewing the Policy Brief 2021 Edition
Summary
commenting and contributing to the
drafts of the Policy Brief 2022 Edition
Working Group versions
Please note: the latter will only be
available from 08 March 2022
onwards.

